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Abstract. Sentence classification is basic problem of natural language processing, thus the ability 

of accurately modelling sentences is pivotal to classification performance. We describe a novel 

NIN (Network In Network) to train on top of word embedding for sentence-level classification 

tasks. The noval NIN consists a conventional convolutional layer, a micro neural networks layer 

named perceptron layer, global average pooling and a softmax classification layer. We modify 

conventional NIN with decreasing the layer of perceptron and applying an effective activation 

function to adopt for the modelling of sentences classification. We demonstrated the excellent 

classification performances with novel NIN on two datasets: small scale binary sentiment 

prediction and THUC news.  
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1 Introduction 

As one of the natural language processing issues, text classification has been widely researched with 

different methods [1-2]. With the popularity of short text in the social networks, sentence classification 

have become research hotspots in text categorization. It has been solved by many deep learning models 

and has achieved remarkable results in recent years [3-5].  

Text classification mainly relied on manual annotation features and statistical classification methods at 

early stages [6-7]. Recently, with the development of technology, deep learning method can obtain text 

features through self-training without manual annotation and complete classification tasks through 

supervised learning. To structure natural language word vector representations, deep learning models can 

train compatible network parameter to structure language models. Then, it applies word representation 

that have been trained to implement text classification [8-9]. As the composition of sentence feature, 

word embedding is a vector representation with a 1-V (V is the vocabulary size) lower dimensional space 

map, which encode contextual semantic information in their dimensions [10-11]. Using deep learning 

complex network, it is more significant to train large language data set than the simple models. 

Deep learning models have their advantages in aspect of natural language processing, which mainly 

relies on their perfect self-learning ability to construct language model. Some deep learning models 

commonly are used for text classification such as recurrent neural network (RNN) [12], convolutional 

neural network (CNN) [13], gated recurrent unit (GRU) [14], Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) [15] 

and their variants [16-18]. At first, these models generally obtain word representation of text through 

adjusting the parameters of word embedding. Then, the classification model is conducted by training the 

parameters of the network.  

CNN is a central class of deep learning models based on convolving filters [19], originally invented for 

computer vision [20], have been generally applied to natural language processing such as question chunk 
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parsing [21], sentence modeling [2], and other basic NLP assignments [22]. For sentence classification, 

the convolution layers apply one-dimensional filters convolving each row of feature vector in the 

sentence matrix, and the convolution filters commonly have the same dimension with each word 

embedding vector to maintain the independence of position features in the sentence. A convolutional 

layer followed by a max-polling layer and a non-linearity function to constitute sentence feature map, 

which are combined with a full-connected layer for softmax classifier. 

The core convolution filter in CNN is a generalized linear model (GLM) for the patch data, and this 

construction leads the ability of information extraction is low with GLM. Lin [23] proposed a novel deep 

network structure named network in network (NIN) to enhance the abstraction ability of the CNN model 

and discriminability for local patched. To instead of simple GLM in CNN, NIN builds networks with 

more complex structures to abstract input data in the receptive field. Its structure is a convolution filter 

followed a multilayer perceptron, and for the sake of less overfitting, NIN utilizes global average pooling 

over feature map to replace max-pooling and fully connected layers in the classification stage of CNN.  

In the task of sentence classification, we define the novel NIN model that adopted for the semantic 

modelling of sentences. Considering of word semantic complexity [24-26], we reconstruct the NIN 

model including its multilayer perceptron, the distribution of activation function and regularization. In the 

research of image identification, the features of image are multidimensional and there is not much 

correlation between adjacent features. Different from image identification, the feature of text is one-

dimensional and the semantic relations of adjacent words need to be considered. Thus, in order to 

perform the sentence classification, we propose novel NIN structure composed of the multichannel one-

dimension convolution layer, followed one-layer perceptron, activation function, average pooling layer 

and softmax classification layer. 

The network handles one-dimensional convolutional layers having same dimension with the word 

embedding of the sentence feature and apply a more efficient activation function with Elu function [27] 

to scan the input rather than conventional Relu function [28]. In order to reduce the computational 

complexity without loss of performance. Followed one-layer perceptron network abstract sentence 

information instead of stacking multilayer perceptron in classical NIN. With reducing the probability of 

overfitting, we add a dropout layer behind one-layer perceptron. Then via a global average pooling layer, 

the spatial average of the feature maps are output and fed into the softmax classification layer. Compared 

with conventional NIN, we only apply one-layer perceptron for reducing network parameters without any 

performance loss and combine a more effective activation function named Elu with a dropout layer that is 

deficient in the NIN to achieve excellent performance of sentence classification. 

We experiment with the modified NIN in two data set. The experiments involve binary predicting the 

sentiment of movie reviews with English datasets [29] and THUCNews  data with Chinese datasets [30]. 

In the experiment, we adopt the word-embedding matric as the feature of the sentence to operate 

classification training with the proposed network and make some comparisons with other models to 

demonstrate the superiority of the classification performance.  

2 Related Works 

2.1 CNN Structure 

The convolutional neural networks for sentence classification was firstly proposed in 2014 by Kim  [31], 

whose research was based on the contribution of Razavian et al. [32] about CNN of image classification. 

As the issues of text processing, the semantic relationship of a statement is important. The greatest 

advantage of the CNN model is that it can capture the information pertinence of local region, which is 

pivotal for the task of sentence classification.  

CNN model for sentence classification mainly include four layers such as input layer, convolution 

layer, max pooling layer, fully connected and softmax output layer. For the task of a sentence 

classification, Yoom showed the architecture of CNN model for a sentence as Fig. 1. The input layer is 

the k-dimensional word vector corresponding to the i-th word in sentence. In the convolution layer, the 

filters of different channels convolute the input n×k representation of sentence to obtain the convolution 

features of different channel. Next, to capture the most important feature for each feature map, the max-

pooling layer extract the highest value of feature in each channel to complete feature extraction. Finally, 

the fully connected and softmax output layer pass the feature to softmax classifier whose output is the 
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probability distribution over labels. Thus, the whole model is to conduct language model for word feature 

and to handle classification model for sentence category.  

 

Fig. 1. Model architecture with two channels for the classification of a sentence 

This model is a simple CNN structure that uses one layer of convolution to extract features of sentence 

and complete the classification without deep network. This simple structure can establish the language 

model perfectly and classify the feature through softmax classifier. The experiments of literature [31] 

added to the well-established evidence that CNN network is an excellent classification for natural 

language.  

2.2 Conventional NIN Structure 

In 2014, Lin proposed a NIN model applied on the image processing, and reconstruct the conventional 

CNN model and achieve expected performance on image identification. As the convolution filter in CNN 

is a generalized linear model, its level of abstraction is low. To enhance the abstraction ability of the local 

model, NIN model was conducted by a nonlinear function approximator. 

The structure of NIN is show in Fig. 2. Some stacking of a linear convolutional layer and mlpconv 

layers map the local receptive field to an output feature vector and a average pooling layer is followed to 

generate the final classification feature. Compared with CNN, this model adds multilayer perceptron 

consisting of multiple fully connected layers with nonlinear activation functions. The perceptron is fully 

connected network that can represent the nonlinear relationship of networks. It converts linear extraction 

to nonlinear extraction so that the ability of feature extraction is improved. At the same time, instead of 

max-pooling layer and fully connected layer of classification in CNN, the model of NIN applied a global 

average pooling layer output the spatial aver-age of the feature maps to classification layer. This layer 

directly output the spatial average of the feature maps from the last mlpconv layer as the confidence of 

categories. This structure is a regularizer to prevent overfit-ting of CNN. 

 

Fig. 2. The overall structure of Network In Network. This figure is proposed by MinLin [23] 

In the experiment of image processing, the NIN is composed of the overall deep network with three 

stacked layers, the mlpconv layers are followed by spatial max pooling layer and dropout is applied on 

the outputs of all but the last mlpconv layers. For all dataset of image classification in experiments, the 

performance of NIN model is state-of-the-art and the feature maps of NIN were confidence maps of the 
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categories. These experiences illustrated the superiority of NIN model. 

3 Novel NIN Model 

In this paper, we propose the novel NIN model for sentence classification. The initial NIN model was 

proposed for image identification, however, the feature of word in sentences is totally different from the 

feature of image. The feature of image is multidimensional in aspect of color and pixels are locally 

related, but the feature of word in sentences is one-dimensional and the relation between adjacent words 

is closely related. Thus, for the task of sentence classification, the conventional NIN model is 

inapplicable and needed to be transformed suitably. 

In this section, we firstly introduce the structure of novel NIN model and give an example to illustrate 

the process in part 3.1. Secondly, we present one-layer perceptron of the novel NIN model in part 3.2. 

Thirdly, we propose to use a new activation function for whole network in part 3.3. Lastly, the dropout 

regulation is introduced to entrance the robustness of network. 

3.1 Structure 

The model architecture applied to sentence classification, show in Fig. 3, is a slight variant of NIN 

architecture proposed by Lin et al. It is different from scanning the local pixel feature of the image 

identification that sentence classification is scanning some rows as basic feature unit, since sentence is 

presented by a matric with a word embedding vector of every row. The feature of sentence is convoluted 

by the multichannel filters on the convolution layer, and one-layer perceptron make nonlinear mapping to 

the characteristics of convolution. A dropout layer is followed to reduce the overfitting and a global 

average pooling layer is applied to obtain the classification feature for the final softmax classify.  

 

 

Fig. 3. The overall structure of NIN for sentence classification 

In our model, one-layer perceptron is applied for sentence classification because it can fit any function. 

It maps word features in different channel to the joint characteristics through one-layer perceptron. This 

structure is simple and effective for feature extraction of sentence without two-layer perceptron of NIN. 

To reduce the computational complexity, the whole network is designed simply. Therefore, in order to 

guarantee the robustness of the network, the dropout layer is added to the network. 

The specific example of the classification process is as Fig. 4. As in part (a), a sentence can be 

represented n× k matric, in which n is the length of a sentence (padded where necessary) and k is 

dimension of word embedding vector. Part (b) contains 6 convolution filters defined as same dimension 

with word vector for holding independence of each word. Column vector value in part (c) is results of the 

convolution operation between (a) and (b), containing same length with the sentence and the number of 

eigenvalues depends on the total number of convolution filter. A nonlinear activation function named Elu 

followed convolution layer to abstractly scan the input data.  

For the sake of reducing structural complexity, we apply a layer perceptron in (d) to generate feature 

map (e), which is equivalent to 3 1× 1 filters in (d) operate convolution to 6 vector value in (c). The 

conventional deep NIN used two 1× 1 convolution layers as multilayer perceptron while we decrease one 

layer for a light structure with enough ability of representing information between words simultaneously. 

By the same token, the number of the feature map in (e) is equal to the number of 1× 1 filter, which 

means (c) layer decides the final classification numbers. And a Relu activation function is applied for the  
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Fig. 4. The structure of the modified NIN for sentence classification 

feature map. Then we directly output the spatial average of the feature maps from the one perceptron 

layer as the confidence of categories via a global average pooling. This layer enforces correspondence 

between feature maps and categories, and in order to reduce the tendency of overfitting, a dropout 

regularization is added for overall structure. 

3.2 One-layer Perceptron 

After the convolution of the features, we build a micro neural network with a layer perceptron, which is a 

potent function approximator. In conventional NIN, multilayer perceptron is applied for the local patched 

of image. Instead, we only use one layer because one-layer perceptron can approximate any function with 

less operational complexity. Compared with image identify, the word embedding feature of sentence 

classification is more concise, our algorithm can meet the needs of feature extraction. 

One-layer perceptron is fully connected network for the features of different channel convolution. 

Because the convolution layer is a generalized liner model, the level of feature abstraction is low. The 

perceptron network can improve the ability of abstraction with its property of fitting any function. The 

structure of one-layer perceptron is showed as Fig. 5. We represent one-dimensional features as neuron. 

And sentence feature from 6 channels is connected by one-layer perceptron with three channels to obtain 

final feature. 

 

Fig. 5. The structure of one-layer perceptron 

3.3 Activation Function 

In conventional NIN, activation function is Relu function which is used in the most algorithm with its 

fast convergence speed. However, Relu function has the disadvantages of dead neuron with the value 

equaling zero when x is less than 0. Instead, we apply the Elu function in the sentence classification, 

(a) 

(b) (c) (d) (e) 

(f)

Elu Activation 

Elu Activation
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since it is more robust for input change or noise in the negative half shaft. Thus the Elu activation 

function can obtain more stable and excellent performance for the proposed model. 

The formula are follows as (1) and (2). 
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3.4 Dropout Regulation 

Dropout is a regularization method of neural network model proposed by Srivastava et al. [33]. Dropout 

randomly ignores some neurons during training. In other words, their contribution to downstream 

neurons is temporarily eliminated in the process of the forward propagation, and the neuron does not 

have any weight updates when it is Back Propagation.  

With the continuous studying of the neural network model, the weight of the neuron matches the 

context of the entire network. The weights of neurons are tuned for certain characteristics, which have 

some specializations. The surrounding neurons would depend on this specialization, and if they were too 

specialized, the model would become brittle because of the training overfitting. Applying the dropout 

method, the network model is less sensitive to the specific weight of neurons. This increases the 

generalization ability of the model, and it is not easy to overfit the training data. 

4 Experiment 

4.1 Overview 

We test modified NIN model in two different datasets, including binary sentiment prediction in movie 

reviews in the Stanford Sentiment Treebank with English data set and THUCNews collected by Tsinghua 

University with Chinese data set. In the experiments, we define each word as 64 dimensions word 

embedding vector in a sentence and apply the padding to maintain same length of the sentence for one 

dataset. The top of networks is convolution between feature matric of a sentence and 128 filters to 

generate feature maps following a Elu activation function, the second layer is one layer perceptron that 

the number of 1× 1 filters keep the same with final categories. After a Elu activation function and a 

dropout regularization, the feature maps turn into the feature vectors of softmax classifier that predict the 

probability distribution over classes given the input sentence.  

The network is trained through minimizing the cross-entropy of true output and predicted distributions 

[34]. The adaptive moment estimation (Adam) optimizer [35] is based on gradient back-propagation with 

mini-batches. In the processing of the training, the dropout parameter is set as 0.5 to obtain less 

overfitting. To exploit the faster speed of the operations, we experiment the network on a GPU and 

tensorflow implementation processes. 

4.2 Movie Reviews 

Movie reviews dataset is sentiment classification involving positive or negative reviews detection with 

one sentence per review [36]. In this experiment, we use 4031 sentences to train, 1000 sentences to test 

and 300 sentences to validate for each category. The size of vocabulary in the dataset is 18767. 

In Table 1, Yoon Kim’s convolutional neural network model initialized randomly (CNN-rand) obtain 

the accuracy of 76.1%, the result of Socher’s recursive Autoencoders with pre-trained word vectors 

(RAE) is 77.7%, the combinatorial category autoencoders with combinatorial category grammar operator 

proposed by Hermann and Blunsom (CCAE) get the accuracy of 77.8% and Yang and Cardie’s 

conditional random fields with posterior regularixation (Tree-CRF) achieve the result of 77.3%. From 

Table 1, we can get the conclusion, compared with some conventional models, our modified NIN model 

with dropout obtain more excellent result of sentence classification with 78.1% accuracy while without 
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dropout our model only more efficient than CNN-rand and Tree-CRF model with the result of 77.6%. the 

experiment results not merely demonstrate the superiority of our modified NIN model but also represent 

the importance of dropout to classification performance. 

Table 1. Accuracy of Movie Reviews classification with other models 

Model Accuracy 

CNN-rand [31] 76.1% 

RAE (Socher et al., 2011) [37] 77.7% 

CCAE (Hermann and Blunsom, 2013) [38] 77.8% 

Tree-CRF (Nakagawa et al., 2010) [39] 77.3% 

Modified NIN (without dropout) 77.6% 

Modified NIN (with dropout) 78.1% 

4.3 THUCNews 

We choose the Chinese dataset named THUCNew as the basic data which is collected by Tsing Hua 

university. THUCNews is based on the filtered Sina News historical data including 740,000 news 

documents and having 14 classes to choose. We choosed 10 classes of THUCNews to operate the 

experiment including lottery, house property, sports, recreation, home furnishing, education, science and 

technology, fashion, current politics and game. 5000 news are chosen from each category for training, 

1000 news for testing and 500 news for validating. 

In this task, we validated the modified NIN model with dropout or without dropout respectively 

compared with Hang Zhuang’s convention network model using pinyin format and strokes format [40]. 

From Fig. 6, we observe the modified NIN model significantly outperforms the Hang Zhuang’s two 

models and our best result is more 6.5% than the convention network model using strokes format. The 

modified NIN with dropout preforms better than without dropout due to the regularization of the dropout. 

 

Fig. 6. Sentence classify accuracy on the THUCNews dataset 

4.4 Activation Function Experiment 

As already mentioned, our modified NIN structure applied the activation function to provide the 

nonlinear modeling ability. In the experiments, we verify different activation functions including Relu 

function and Elu function. We present average results from 50 trials in Table 2. For Movie reviews 

dataset, it shows the accuracy of the model using Elu function is more 1.75% than using Relu function. 

For THCUNews dataset, the result is more 1.30%. This result proves Elu function has more superior 

performance than Relu function due to its left soft saturability.  

Table 2. Accuracy of Modified NIN model on different activation function 

Data set Relu function Elu function 

Movie Reviews 76.26% 78.01% 

THCUNews 93.47% 94.87% 
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4 Conclusion 

We proposed a novel NIN model for sentence classification tasks in this paper. This new structure is a 

variant of the NIN proposed by Min to process the image classification. Our model consists of a 

convolution layer, a perceptron layer and a global average pooling layer involving the efficient activation 

function and dropout regularization. With one-layer perceptron, the network structure is simple and the 

ability of nonlinear feature extraction is perfect. The Relu activation function further enhance ability of 

nonlinear. Appling dropout regularization, the simplified structure is more robust for big corpus data.  

 We demonstrated the state-of-the art performance on movie reviews dataset and THUCNews dataset, 

at the meantime, we show a small increase of classification accuracy, which prove effectiveness of the 

Elu activation function and the network stability of dropout regularization. Through constructing the 

novel NIN model for sentence classification, we conclude the feature maps of sentence were confidence 

maps of the categories, and this motivates the researches of novel NIN model in other fields. 
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